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FEATURES

LUMENS

DIMMING  

INPUT

POWER

MOUNTING

CRI

LIFETIME

MATERIAL

120V

2000L / 2100/ 3000L

36W / 42W / 52W  

24” X 36” / 36” X 36” / 36” X 48”SIZE  

Wall Mount 

Dimmable

>90

L70 at 50,000 Hours

Glass+Aluminum

CCT 3000K/4000K/5000K

       SMR1-LED-BL-SQ

3000K   4000K 5000K

EASY 3 COLORS

Aluminum frame
easy installation 

hanging hole.

Built-in-Defogger.

0.2” Thickness
eco-friendly glass.

LED inside frame.

CONTROL OPTIONS

Touch Sensor Voice control Microwave 
sensor

Contactless 
gesture control

IR hand-waving
sensor

CCT Selector Bluetooth
speaker

Bluetooth
call

Liquid crystal
display (LCD)
screen

Digital display
(clock & temp)

Wifi weather
forecast

Smart 
defogger

Enhance the aesthetic appeal of your bathroom, dressing room, or bedroom with 
the Smart Mirror Anti-Fog LED Backlit Square. This stylish and sophisticated 
mirror not only elevates your space but also provides a personalized lighting 
experience.The integrated smart features allow you to control and personalize your 
lighting experience. The highlight of this mirror is its adjustable CCT color 
functionality. Choose from a range of color temperatures, from warm to cool, to 
create the ideal ambiance for any occasion.  Whether placed in a bathroom, spa, or 
any high-moisture area, the LED mirror with Technology Anti-Fog can withstand 
humid conditions and maintain its fog-free surface, enhancing convenience and 
usability.

24”

36”

24” x 36”

36” x 36”

36” x 48”

SIZE LUMENS WATTAGE

2000L

2100L

3000L

29W

37W

42W

1.4”

Smart Mirror Anti-Fog LED Backlit Square 
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LUMINAIRE SIZE
24” x 36”
36” x 36”
36” x 48”

SERIES VOLTAGELUMENS

DIMMING & DRIVER INFORMATION
DIMTR - Triac and electronic low voltage (DIMTR-120), available in 120V. 

WARRANTY
Five-year warranty for parts and components. (Labor not included)

LISTINGS

MAINTENANCE

OPTICAL SYSTEM

CONSTRUCTION

MOUNTING

DRIVER ELECTRICAL INFORMATION
Use a soft, lint-free cloth or microfiber cloth to gently wipe the surface of the 
mirror. If necessary, lightly dampen the cloth with water or a mild glass cleaner 
specifically designed for mirrors. Never use abrasive materials like rough 
sponges, scrub brushes, or abrasive powders on the mirror. They can scratch 
or damage the mirror's surface and coating.

LED frame design provides exceptional light distribution. Illumination is 
spread around the surface emitting soft, even light. 

ETL Listed.

Powered by high-quality constant-current power LED drivers wich are rated for 
50 to 60Hz at 100-120V/220-240V. 

Example: SMR1-LED-BL-SQ-24X36-2000L-120-30K/40K/50K-90-WM

SMR1-LED-BL-SQ 2030L
2100L
3000L

120 -120V 30K/40K/50K - 3000K/4000K/5000K

SMR1-LED-BL-SQ

CCT CRI

     90 - >90
MOUNTING

  WM - Wall Mount

(limited)

Constructed with eco-friendly glass, this mirror features a thickness of 0.2 
inches. The use of environmentally conscious glass ensures a sustainable and 
responsible choice, while maintaining the desired level of durability and quality. 
The aluminum frame is meticulously finished to complement the mirror's 
design, providing a sleek and modern look. It also offers resistance against 
corrosion and tarnishing, ensuring long-term durability. By combining the 
superior quality glass, super slim aluminum frame, and innovative anti-fog 
technology, this LED mirror offers a reliable and visually appealing solution for 
various applications such as bathrooms, dressing rooms, and spas.

Easy to install. Equipped with hanging holes making installation a breeze. The 
hangers ensure secure and hassle-free mounting on your desired room. 

Whether you choose portrait or landscape orientation, the hanging holes 
ensure secure and hassle-free mounting on your desired room. Square Smart 
LED Mirror offers the flexibility of both portrait and landscape installation, 
allowing you to customize its orientation to suit your space and preference.

For portrait installation, the mirror stands tall, creating a sleek and vertical 
design that effortlessly complements any room. This orientation is particular-
ly well-suited for narrow wall spaces or areas where a taller mirror would 
enhance the visual appeal.

Alternatively, for landscape installation, the mirror extends horizontally, provid-
ing a wider reflection area. This orientation is ideal for creating a sense of 
spaciousness and balance in your environment. It works harmoniously above 
bathroom vanities, dressers, or other furniture pieces.
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2000L
2100L
3000L

-
-
-

24X36 -
36X36 -
36X48 -
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